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Giving opinions 

 

Date: ___________________________________ 
 

I. Choose the correct answer. 

1. I _______ sad when somebody hurts any animal. I think that it’s horrible. 

     a)  feel   b) have   c) hate 

2. I think that _______ is wrong because it’s a way of judging someone without  

     haven’t meet that person. 

     a)  discrimination  b) prostitution  c) violence 

3. I think that _______ is a big problem in the schools. 

     a)  abortion  b) bullying  c) cloning 

4. I believe that _______ is terrible because it’s a form of exploitation of women. 

     a)  euthanasia  b) prostitution  c) abortion 

5. In my opinion using _______ is obviously dangerous to your health. 

     a)  wrong  b) drugs   c) intelligence 

II. Complete the conversation using the words in the box. 

 

opinion - my- what - why - have - think - believe – that 
 

 
A: 1) _______________ do you think about discrimination? 

B: I think 2) _______________ it’s bad. 

A: 3) _______________ do you say that? 

B: Because I 4) _______________ that everyone has the right to be treated equally. 

A: Do you 5) _______________ any opinion on discrimination about women? 

B: In my 6) _______________ it’s a big problem. 
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